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Vanessa Spencer is trying her best to outsmart the mother in law who befriended her under false

pretenses. When her own husband doesn't seem able to see the light, she just might have to take

matters into her own hands. "I do not want your hag of a mother in my home for the holidays." I

moved around the room as I spoke, because if I stood still too long I might commit murder."Vanessa

I've asked you not to refer to my mother like that.""Why not? She calls me worst and I've got the

Facebook posts to prove it.""She's my mom. What do you expect me to do?""I expect you to grow a

pair and tell that nut job how it is, or there's gonna be hell to pay.""Baby, come on. Can't you just try

for me?" He was advancing but I was onto his shit, no way; not this time buddy."What? You mean

for the one-hundredth time? Uh-uh, all trials are over, she failed. When people fail the trial period

you don't hire them. You should know that you're a Captain in the army. If your ass had failed boot

camp that shit would be out; and let me tell you something, boot camp ain't got shit on a new

daughter in law trying to fit in with a narcissistic tyrant set on destruction."
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This book was so good. It centers around the problems a crazy mother in law gives one poor

heroine. I am not kidding she is bat crazy. Heroine is up to her neck in problems with her and is on

her last straw by time we start this story. Hero has been on military duty and just come back. He

doesn't know what is going on because he has been gone, heroine kept full extent of situation from

him at first, and it was his mother! I understand because his mother was so two face, and how

would someone believe the things she did from their own mother. The book was great reading. Love

how things turn around and the ending, but journey was not easy. I miss these books by Ms.

Jordan. Some of her best writing.Beware hero does use sex for punishment and there are several

explicit erotic love scenes. There are no OW or OM. The couple is already married. Hero military

man and heroine housewife. Loved it!

Excellent book grabbed me from the first page. Troublesome mother in law and sister in law, son

carnt believe his mother would cause this much trouble and a father who's got no backbone to stop

her. Will Dami take what his wife Nessa says as the truth or come down on the side of his mother

and sister and risk losing his loved ones? Buy this book and find out you wont regret it

I loved this book it was funny & romantic. I will only give a small description because you really need

to read this. Vanessa is married to Damien, who is a Captain in the Army, has just returned from

serving overseas. Vanessa has had to deal with her mother in law & her sister in law doing & saying

nasty things to her.The names Vanessa has made up to call her mother in law have made me laugh

hysterically.Jordan Silver's books to me just keep on getting better with every book she writes. I am

a fan of her writing & think she is an amazing author.

Most of this is actually pretty funny. The wife has been targeted by her MIL for some reason. She's

from NY and the MIL thinks she's trash and a gold digger, although I don't think we ever find out

why the MIL came to that conclusion. Mostly it looks like one of those women that can't let go, and

she makes it very obvious that the wife is hated.The hubby has been deployed and doesn't know

any of the things that are going on. The wife finally gets fed up and finally tells hubby what she's had

to put up with while he's been gone.The story goes on from there and what is actually funny are the

names the wife comes up with for her MIL. I know it got very weird at the end but mostly it was

hysterical. Or that could just be my sense of humor.One star off for grammar, spelling, formatting

etc. as usual, because it is pretty bad.



Good! This was perfect Jordan Silver's alpha male with tons of sarcastic retorts and plenty of hot

moments. I wasn't sure at first if I was going to like it because the heroine seemed to be the alpha

but I am so glad I kept reading!!! This will go on my re-read list. The only reason I gave it 4 stars

instead of 5 is because of the last few sentences. Yes there's a happy ending, yes there's the great

epilogue but that last sentence...Does that mean there's more? This reminds me of Lyon's Angel

and I feel it could continue with stories also. Overall great!

I have to say that even though most everyone has problems with the in-laws this one was out of

control. I laughed a lot through out this book just from the different names Vanessa would come up

with for her mother-in-law.

I freaking love this author i read most all of her books but none have ever made me laugh so hard i

cried this one did it was hilarious. If you havent read it do so you will love it. This mother in law takes

the crazy cake i got to say if it were me i think i would have taken her out and made it look like an

accident. Hope jordan silver writes more hilarious herions i love that she was a badass with "tommy"

and shotting the celing im still laughing at that. Just read it people it is so worth it.

I had a monster in law once, God rest her soul. Reading this book bought back lots of memories. I

gave it five stars because, even though, my then husband, never came through for me, it was good

seeing someone get over on THE MOTHER IN LAW. I love all of your work, but this was a real treat

for me because the wife was no joke. As always, thanks for your time and effort. Don't stop get it get

it
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